The first part of the paper deals with the vibrations and stability of a gravitating elastic sphere. The matter is not necessarily homo geneous, but is arranged in spherical layers. It is pointed out that, in the classical investigation of the displacements produced in a gravi tating sphere by given surface-forces, the most important of the gravi tational terms is omitted. The effect of this omission is to necessitatea correction, and this may entirely invalidate the solution when we aro dealing with spheres of the size of the earth or other planets. In fact, it appears that fora gravitating solid of the kind we are discussing tho spherical configuration may be one of unstable equilibrium, the instability being brought about by the gravitational terms in the manner already explained in a former paper.* Let a be the radius of the sphere, and be the gravitation constant; let p0 be the mean density, and A0 the mean value of A, one of the elastic constants. A general argument shows that the spherical con figuration will be stable or unstable according aŝ 
A0
where < /> is a pure number which must be comparable with unity. If we put in an artificial field of force we can imagine a spherical configuration of equilibrium in which the density and elastic constantshave uniform values throughout. The artificial field of force is, of course, equal and opposite to the gravitational field produced by the matter of the solid. The stability or instability is determined by a criterion of the form of (i), and < j> can now be calculated exactly. If we suppose A0 to represent A + 2/x in Love's notation (m + n in that of Thomson and Tait), we find the values , (f> = 1*6, when fi = 0, < f> = 1*3, when = A.
The vibration through which instability first enters is one in which the displacement at every point is proportional to a harmonic of the first order. It appears probable that for spheres which are not homo geneous, but in which the density is greatest near the centre, the values of < f > will be greater than those just stated, but the critical vibration will still be such that the displacement is proportional to a first harmonic term.
In the former paper, already referred to, the suggestion was put forward that the instability of a nebular sun or planet, which, upon the nebular hypothesis, is supposed ultimately to result in the ejection of a satellite, may be largely brought about by a gravitational tendency to instability of the kind just described. We take, for the moment, an extreme hypothesis, and imagine that this agency is the preponderating agency, and that the rotational tendency to instability may be disregarded in comparison. We then find that when the ejec tion of a satellite is taking place, or has just been completed, the value of ypfa2/ \ o must be nearly equal to <£.
Except for the changes which have occurred since the consolidation of the planets, the solar system supplies material for testing this con clusion. When a number of planets of varying masses have thrown off satellites, we find (upon our present extreme hypothesis) that the masses ought to be proportional to the squares of the radii. It is found that this law is approximately obeyed in the solar system. It is further found that the absolute values of the masses and radii are approximately such as would be expected.
It is interesting to compare two extreme hypotheses, the first refer ring the phenomena of planetary evolution solely to rotational, the second solely to gravitational, instability. Given the approximate values of the density and elasticity of a planet, and the fact that this planet has thrown off a satellite; then the former hypothesis leads to a certain inference as to the angular momentum of the system, the latter to an inference as to the radius of the primary. The former leads to no inference at all as to the size of planets which are to be expected-they are as likely to be of the size of billiard-balls as of the size of the planets of our system-while the latter leads to no inference as to the angular momentum of the system, but presupposes it to be small. The contention of the present paper is that the inferences which are drawn from the former hypothesis are not borne out by observation, on the planets of our system, while those which are drawn from the latter are borne out as closely as could be expected. The true hypo thesis must of necessity lie somewhere between the two extremes which we are comparing, but the evidence seems to show that it is much nearer to the latter (gravitational) than to the former (rota tional).
We next consider a number of questions connected with the figure of the earth. It seems to be almost certain that the present elastic constants of the earth are such that a state of spherical symmetry would be one of stable equilibrium. On the other hand, if we look backwards through the history of our planet, we probably come to a time when the rigidity was so small that the stable configuration of equilibrium would be unsymmetrical. At this time the earth would be pear-shaped, and the transition to the present approximately spherical form would take place through a series of ruptures. It is suggested that the earth, in spite of this series of ruptures, still retains traces of a pear-shaped configuration. Such a configuration would possess a single axis of symmetry, and this, it is suggested, is an axis which meets the earth's surface somewhere in the neighbourhood of England (or possibly some hundreds of miles to the south-west of England). Starting from England, we find that England is at the centre of a hemisphere which is practically all land: this would be the blunt end of our pear. Bounding the hemisphere we have a great circle of which England is the pole, and it is Over this circle that earthquakes and volcanoes are of most frequent occurrence. Now, if we suppose our 1 pear contracting to a spherical shape, we notice that it would probably be in the neighbourhood of its equator that the changes in curvature and the relative displacements would be greatest, and hence we should •expect to find earthquakes and volcanoes in greatest numbers near to this circle. Passing still further from England we come to a great region of deep seas--the Pacific, South Atlantic, and Indian oceans: these may mark the place where the " waist " of the pear occurred. Lastly, we come almost at the antipodes of England to the Aus tralian continent: this may mark the remains of the stalk-end of the pear. I have shown in previous publications that the parasitic Uredine Puccinia, dispersa,growing on grasses of the genus Bromus, is usu very closely adapted to the species of host-plant selected: that although no morphological differences can be detected between the fungus as met with on different species of A, B, C, &c.-it by no means follows that spores from the parasite, as found growing on A, will infect B or C, or that spores from the fungus as reared on B or C will infect the species A.
On the whole, it has so far appeared probable that the fungus growing on a given species--e.g., B. mollis-infects most readily those
